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Abstract. An aerosol-coupled global nonhydrostatic model
with a stretched-grid system has been developed. Circulations over the global and target domains are simulated with
a single model, which includes fine meshes covering the target region to calculate meso-scale circulations. The stretched
global model involves lower computational costs to simulate
atmospheric aerosols with fine horizontal resolutions compared with a global uniform nonhydrostatic model, whereas
it may require higher computational costs compared with the
general regional models, because the stretched-grid system
calculates inside and outside the target domain. As opposed
to general regional models, the stretched-grid system requires neither a nesting technique nor lateral boundary conditions. In this study, we developed a new-type regional model
for the simulation of aerosols over Japan, especially in the
Kanto areas surrounding Tokyo, with a maximum horizontal resolution of approximately 10 km. This model usually
reproduces temporal variations and their averages of the observed weather around Japan. This model generally reproduces monthly mean distributions of the observed sulfate
and SO2 over East Asia, with high correlations (R > 0.6),
but the underestimation of the simulated concentrations by
40 % (sulfate) and 50 % (SO2 ). Their underestimation of the
simulated sulfate and SO2 concentrations over East Asia are

strongly affected by their underestimation in China and possibly by the uncertainty of the simulated precipitation around
Japan. In the Kanto area, this model succeeds in simulating
the wind patterns and the diurnal transitions around the center of the Kanto area, although it is inadequate to simulate the
wind patterns and the diurnal transitions at some sites located
at the edge of the Kanto area and surrounded on three sides
by mountains, e.g., Maebashi, mainly due to the insufficient
horizontal resolution. This model also generally reproduces
both diurnal and synoptic variations of the observed and/or
a regional aerosol-transport model, WRF-CMAQ, simulated
EC, sulfate, and SO2 concentrations in the Kanto area, especially with their high correlation (R > 0.5) at Komae/Tokyo.
Although the aerosol module used in this study is relatively
simplified compared to the general regional aerosol models,
this study reveals that our proposed model with the stretchedgrid system can be applicable for the regional aerosol simulation.
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Introduction

Aerosols can greatly affect regional air quality and contribute
to global climate change (Forster et al., 2007). Recently,
transboundary aerosol pollution, whereby regions beyond a
given country’s borders are affected by the aerosols generated in that country, has been of increasing concern (Ramanathan et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2012). The ongoing rapid
economic growth in developing countries has the potential
to exacerbate this issue (UNEP and WMO, 2011). Air pollution generated by aerosols is a critical public health issue
due to the deleterious effects of these particles on human
health (Dockery et al., 1993; Pope III et al., 2009). Aerosols,
which scatter and absorb solar radiation and act as cloud
condensation nuclei, can directly and indirectly change the
Earth’s radiation budget. The majority of aerosols are emitted
from localized areas, which are referred to as hotspots, such
as megacities and biomass-burning regions, and are spread
throughout the world via atmospheric transport (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 2008). Therefore, global aerosol-transport
models should consider the important regional-scale characteristics of aerosol hotspots to estimate their impacts on air
quality and climate change reliably.
Most existing global aerosol-transport models do not address the spatial variability of aerosols in the vicinity of
hotspots due to their coarse horizontal resolution of 100–
300 km (Kinne et al., 2006; Textor et al., 2006). In addition, global aerosol-transport models with coarse resolutions
frequently adopt a spectral transform method with a hydrostatic approximation to effectively calculate atmospheric dynamics. This spectral transform method is less effective than
the grid-point method (Stuhne and Peltier, 1996; Taylor et
al., 1997; Randall et al., 2000) for high horizontal resolutions (Tomita et al., 2008). Models that employ the grid-point
method flexibly define grid points to enable an adaptive focus on study regions. Thus, global models based on the gridpoint method seem most appropriate for use in simulating
aerosol transport from hotspots to outflow regions.
For this purpose, we utilized the global Nonhydrostatic
Icosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) developed by
Tomita and Satoh (2004) and Satoh et al. (2008). NICAM
has been employed for the global simulation of atmospheric
processes with high-resolution grid spacing, whose size is
comparable to the typical deep convective cloud scale. Miura
et al. (2007) performed a 1 week computation with a horizontal resolution of 3.5 km using the Earth Simulator at
the Japan Agency for Marine–Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) to successfully simulate a Madden–Julian
Oscillation (MJO) event. Suzuki et al. (2008) implemented
an aerosol transport model named the Spectral RadiationTransport Model for Aerosol Species (SPRINTARS; Takemura et al., 2005) in NICAM (we refer to this aerosolcoupled model as NICAM-SPRINTARS) and performed a
1 week simulation with a horizontal resolution of 7 km using
the Earth Simulator. Although these global, highly resolved
Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015

calculations are promising with regard to long-term climate simulations for decades, their requirement of vast computer resources substantially limits their use in short-duration
and/or case-specific simulations due to the current limitations of computational resources. To overcome this limitation, we adopt a compromise approach based on a new grid
transformation named the stretched grid system, which was
developed and implemented in NICAM by Tomita (2008a)
for computationally effective simulations in the target region (see, also, Satoh et al., 2010). We applied this approach
to NICAM-SPRINTARS, which we named Stretch-NICAMSPRINTARS, to calculate aerosol transport processes with
high horizontal resolutions over aerosol source regions.
In this study, we focused on Japan, especially the Kanto
region surrounding Tokyo (Fig. 1), because the Kanto region in which more than 30 million people live is one of
the largest megacities in the world. In Japan, a monitoring
system for the air pollution, e.g., PM2.5 (aerosol particles
with diameters less than 2.5 µm) and SO2 , has been operated
by the Japanese government. Inorganic ions, mainly sulfate,
have been measured over Japan and other Asian countries under EANET (Acid Deposition Monitoring Network in East
Asia; http://www.eanet.asia/index.html). Measurements of
carbonaceous aerosols were limited, with the exception of intensive measurements (Fine Aerosol Measurement and Modeling in Kanto Area, FAMIKA) in the Kanto region during
summer 2007 (Hasegawa et al., 2008; Fushimi et al., 2011).
For the model evaluation using these measurements, we simulated aerosol spatial distributions during August 2007 using
Stretch-NICAM-SPRINTARS with a horizontal resolution
of approximately 10 km over the Kanto region. Because the
model framework of Stretch-NICAM-SPRINTARS is identical to that of globally uniformed grid simulation (we named
it Global-NICAM-SPRINTARS), with the exception of the
grid configuration, and involves lower computational costs
than global simulations, the investigation of the model performance of Stretch-NICAM-SPRINTARS can be simply
and effectively extended to improve the original NICAMSPRINTARS with globally uniform high resolution for nearfuture simulations. To evaluate aerosol simulations with
the stretched-grid system, in this study we also conducted
Global-NICAM-SPRINTARS, but with relatively low resolution (approximately 100 km) due to the limited computational resources. The model intra-comparison approach, with
the exception of the grid system and the spatial resolution,
is very meaningful to investigate impacts of the stretchedgrid system on the aerosol simulations. In addition, StretchNICAM-SPRINTARS can be a new-type model that is also
applicable for a regional simulation of aerosols, because it
focuses on a specific regional domain without requiring a
nesting technique or boundary conditions, unlike general regional models.
For the model evaluation in the target, Japan, we mainly
focused on a representative primary aerosol, i.e., elemental
carbon (EC), and a representative secondary aerosol, i.e., sulwww.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/
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Figure 1. Topographical maps of (a) East Asia and (b) eastern Japan, including the observation sites for the model validation. The topography
is based on GTOPO30 (the horizontal resolution is 30 arc s, that is, approximately 1 km) courtesy of the US Geological Survey.

fate. EC is directly emitted from anthropogenic combustion
processes, and is a good indicator to monitor the transport
pattern. The global and regional modelings for sulfate, which
is formed from SO2 in the atmosphere, are more deeply
understood compared to modelings for the other secondary
aerosols such as nitrate and organic aerosols (e.g., Barrie
et al., 2001; Holloway et al., 2008; Hallquist et al., 2009;
Morino et al., 2010a, b). In addition, sulfate is the largest contributor to the total secondary inorganic aerosols (e.g., Zhang
et al., 2007), and the sulfate mass concentrations are larger
than that the nitrate ones in August 2007 over the Kanto area
(Morino et al., 2010c). Originally, these basic components
(EC and sulfate) were suitable for the evaluation in this study,
primarily because the stretched-grid system was applied to
the simulations of atmospheric pollutants over the land in the
mid-latitude bond for the first time and secondly because the
original SPRINTARS is more simplified compared to conventional regional aerosol models.
This paper is organized as follows: the model framework
of NICAM and SPRINTARS and the experimental design are
described in Sect. 2. We show two model results: (1) StretchNICAM-SPRINTARS with glevel-6, in which “glevel” is
the number of divisions of an icosahedron used to construct
the horizontal grid (hereafter referred to as the “NICAMg6str” model), and (2) Global-NICAM-SPRINTARS with
glevel-6 (hereafter referred to as the “NICAM-g6” model).
In Sect. 3, the model results are validated using in situ measurements in terms of meteorological fields including precipitation and aerosol species, especially EC, sulfate and SO2 .
For the model evaluation of chemical species, we also made
use of results in a regional aerosol model, the Community

www.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/

Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) driven by the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model named WRF-CMAQ,
shown by Shimadera et al. (2013). We also present the validation of total aerosol amounts, i.e., PM2.5 , and aerosol optical product, i.e., extinction for spherical aerosols. Finally, the
conclusions are summarized in Sect. 4.

2
2.1

Model description
Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model
(NICAM)

NICAM, which employs an icosahedral grid-point method
with a nonhydrostatic equation system (Tomita and Satoh,
2004; Satoh et al., 2008, 2014), is run with a maximum horizontal resolution of 3.5 km (Tomita et al., 2005; Miura et al.,
2007) and can be applied to a transport model of aerosols
and gases as a conventional atmospheric general circulation
model (Suzuki et al., 2008; Niwa et al., 2011; Dai et al.,
2014a, b; Goto, 2014). NICAM can also be employed for
regional-scale simulations by adopting a stretched-grid system (Tomita, 2008a; Satoh et al., 2010). The stretched icosahedral grid was developed from a general grid transformation method, i.e., the Schmidt transformation method, for a
horizontal grid system on a sphere. In the Schmidt transformation, the grid interval on a sphere lacks uniformity with
a finer horizontal resolution close to the center of the target region. Tomita (2008a) showed that the Schmidt transformation minimizes potential errors involving the isotropy
and homogeneity of the target region. The stretched-grid system can solve the main problems associated with commonly
Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015
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used regional models, which occur from artificial perturbations near boundary areas in cases where meteorological and
aerosol fields are prescribed. In addition, the computational
cost of the stretched-grid system is substantially lower than
that of a global calculation under the same horizontal resolution in the target region. For example, when the globally uniform grid with a maximum horizontal resolution of 10 km is
applied to the global simulation, the minimum required theoretical computational cost is 64–256 times higher than the
cost of the stretched-grid system in this study. Compared to
conventional regional models, the computational cost may
increase because the stretched-grid system requires the calculation outside the target domain. Furthermore, the model
framework of the stretched global model is identical to that
of the uniformed global model without special modifications,
whereas the model framework of regional models is usually different from that of global models. These advantages
can facilitate additional developments for global simulations
by testing a new scheme with minimal computational cost.
Compared with general regional models, the stretched-grid
system is more suitable for the future study, which aimed to
extend its use to the global uniform high-resolution NICAMSPRINTARS.
In this study, we adopt the stretched-grid system to focus
on the Kanto region, including Tokyo, using glevel-6 resolution and the stretched ratio of 100 (we call it NICAMg6str), which is the ratio of the largest horizontal grid spacing located on the opposite side of the earth from Tokyo
to the smallest horizontal grid spacing near Tokyo. As a
result, a minimum horizontal resolution of 11 km around
the center (140.00◦ E, 35.00◦ N) was used. NICAM implements comprehensive physical processes of radiation, boundary layer and cloud microphysics. The radiation transfer
model is implemented in NICAM with the k-distribution radiation scheme MSTRN, which incorporates scattering, absorption and emissivity by aerosol and cloud particles as
well as absorption by gaseous compounds (Nakajima et al.,
2000; Sekiguchi and Nakajima, 2008). The vertical turbulent
scheme comprises the level 2 scheme of turbulence closure
by Mellor and Yamada (1974), Nakanishi and Niino (2004,
2009) and Noda et al. (2009). The cloud microphysics consist of the six-class single-moment bulk scheme (water vapor,
cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snowflakes and graupel) (Tomita,
2008b). Based on our experience in previous studies, we
did not employ cumulus parameterization in this study (e.g.,
Tomita et al., 2005; Sato et al., 2009; Nasuno, 2013). The
topography used in this study is based on GTOPO30 (the
horizontal resolution is 30 arc s, that is approximately 1 km)
courtesy of the US Geological Survey. The vertical coordinates system adopts Lorenz grid and z* (terrain-following)
coordinates with the 40 layers of z levels and a model top of
40 km in height (Satoh et al., 2008). The time step was set to
20 s.
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2.2

SPRINTARS

Based on the approach of Suzuki et al. (2008), the threedimensional aerosol-transport model – Spectral RadiationTransport Model for Aerosol Species (SPRINTARS; Takemura et al., 2000, 2002, 2005; Goto et al., 2011a, b, c)
– was coupled to NICAM in this study. The SPRINTARS
model calculates the mass mixing ratios of the primary tropospheric aerosols, i.e., carbonaceous aerosol (EC and OC,
organic carbon), sulfate, soil dust, sea salt and the precursor
gases of sulfate, namely, SO2 and dimethylsulfide (DMS).
The aerosol module considers the following processes; emission, advection, diffusion, sulfur chemistry, wet deposition
and dry deposition, including gravitational settling. For carbonaceous aerosols, the 50 % mass of EC from fossil fuel
sources is composed of externally mixed particles, whereas
other carbonaceous particles are emitted and treated as internal mixtures of EC and OC (EC–OC internal mixture).
Biogenic secondary organic aerosols (SOAs) from terpenes
are treated but are greatly simplified by multiplying a conversion factor to the terpenes emission (Takemura, 2012).
In addition, anthropogenic SOAs from toluene and xylene
are disregarded in this study. The bulk mass concentrations
of EC, OC, and sulfate are calculated by single-modal approach, which means that the SPRINTARS model does not
explicitly treat aerosol dynamic processes such as coagulation and condensation. The particle size distribution of the
dry particles are prescribed in a logarithmic normal size distributions with dry mode radii of 18, 100, 80 and 69.5 nm,
for pure EC, EC-OC internal mixture, biogenic SOA and
externally mixed sulfate, respectively (Goto et al., 2011a).
The hygroscopicities, densities and refractive indices for the
aerosols are set to the same values used by Takemura et
al. (2002) and Goto et al. (2011a). The combinations of the
pre-calculated cross sections of the extinction and simulated
mixing ratios for each aerosol species provide the simulated
aerosol extinction coefficient for each time step of the model
(Takemura et al., 2002). The sulfur chemistry in SPRINTARS considers only three chemical reactions to form sulfate through gas-phase oxidation of SO2 by hydroxyl radical (OH) and aqueous-phase oxidation by ozone and hydrogen peroxide. The large part of SO2 are emitted from fossil fuel combustion, biomass burning, and volcano eruption,
whereas some of SO2 are formed from the oxidation of DMS,
which is emitted naturally from marine phytoplanktons. The
numerical solution in the oxidations adopts an approximation in a quasi first-order reaction using the same integrated
time resolution as that of the dynamic core. The pH value
in the aqueous-phase is fixed at 5.6, because the SPRINTARS model treats limited ions in the aqueous-phase (e.g.,
Takemura et al., 2000). The oxidant distributions (OH, ozone
and hydrogen peroxide) were offline provided by a chemical transport model. The atmospheric removal of aerosols
in SPRINTARS includes wet (due to rainout and washout)
and dry (due to turbulence and gravity) deposition processes,
www.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/
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whereas those of SO2 only include rainout and dry deposition
by turbulence. In the cloudy grid, the mass fractions of sulfate out of the cloud droplets to the mass of sulfate in the grid
were fixed at 0.5, whereas the fractions for SO2 were determined by Henry’s law (Takemura et al., 2002). As for pure
EC, EC-OC internal mixture, and biogenic SOA, the mass
fractions were fixed at 0.1, 0.3, and 0.3, respectively. Because
the SPRINTARS model does not predict the mass mixing ratio of the chemical tracers inside the clouds, it assumes that
the tracers inside the clouds are evaporated from the clouds at
one time step. In this study, the particle mass concentrations
for diameters less than 2.5 µm (defined as PM2.5 ) are calculated by summing EC, organic matter by multiplying OC by
1.6 (Turpin and Lim, 2001), sulfate and ammonium aerosols.
Because this model cannot directly predict ammonium compounds, it is assumed that all sulfate is the form of ammonium sulfate, so that their concentration was estimated by
multiplying the mass concentration of sulfate by 0.27, which
is the molar ratio of ammonium ion to ammonium sulfate.
The nitrate in this study is disregarded, primarily because the
main objective in this study is modeling of sulfate as a representative secondary aerosols and secondly because the nitrate
mass concentrations are lower than the sulfate ones with the
target of August 2007 in Japan (Morino et al., 2010c).
2.3

Design of the experiments

The target period comprises one month in August 2007, in
which an intensive measurement of aerosol chemical species
was conducted under Project FAMIKA (Hasegawa et al.,
2008; Fushimi et al., 2011). The 6 h meteorological fields
(wind and temperature) were nudged above a height of
2 km using NCEP-FNL reanalysis data (http://rda.ucar.edu/
datasets/ds083.2/). The 1 day sea surface temperature was
also nudged using the NCEP-FNL data. The initial conditions were prescribed by the NCEP-FNL data for the meteorological fields and the one and a half month spinup results
of the Stretch-NICAM-SPRINTARS model for the aerosol
fields, respectively.
The emission inventories of anthropogenic EC, OC and
SO2 in this experiment were prepared by EAGrid2000 with
a horizontal resolution of 1 km over Japan (Kannari et al.,
2007), REAS version 2 with a horizontal resolution of 0.25◦
over Asia (Kurokawa et al., 2013) and the AeroCom inventory with a horizontal resolution of 1◦ over other areas of the
world (Diehl et al., 2012). Because EAGrid2000 does not
explicitly estimate EC and OC inventories, we estimated the
inventories to be consistent with those from previous studies
(Morino et al., 2010a, b; Chatani et al., 2011) by modifying
the PM2.5 inventory of EAGrid2000 using scaling factors of
EC/PM2.5 and OC/PM2.5 based on sources. These inventories of anthropogenic EC and SO2 in 2007 are described in
Fig. 2. The emissions of SO2 from volcanoes in Japan, such
as Miyakejima and Sakura-jima, were obtained from statistical reports (http://www.data.jma.go.jp/svd/vois/data/tokyo/
www.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/
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STOCK/monthly_v-act_doc/monthly_vact_2007.htm) by
the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). In this study, the
distributions of three-hourly averaged monthly oxidants
(OH, ozone and hydrogen peroxide) were derived from a
global chemical transport model (CHASER) coupled to the
Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC),
named MIROC-CHASER, with a spatial resolution of 2.8◦
by 2.8◦ (Sudo et al., 2002).
To evaluate model performances in the stretched-grid system, we also simulated NICAM-SPRINTARS with the globally uniformed grid simulation in glevel-6 resolution (the
horizontal resolution is set to 110 km, and we call it NICAMg6). Global-NICAM-SPRINTARS with relatively low resolution has been applied to aerosol simulations and well compared with in situ measurements and satellite remote sensing
(Dai et al., 2014a; Goto, 2014). Apart from the NICAM-g6str
simulation, in the NICAM-g6 simulation, the cloud physics
apply both the prognostic Arakawa–Schubert-type cumulus
convection scheme (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974) and the
diagnostic large-scale clouds described by Le Treut and Li
(1991). The large-scale cloud module is based on single moment bulk scheme for cloud mixing ratio. The precipitation
rate is parameterized by Berry (1967). Except for the grid
system and the horizontal resolution (which determines the
module of the cloud physics), Global-NICAM-SPRINTARS
was identical to Stretch-NICAM-SPRINTARS. Therefore,
the comparison between NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 led
to the clarification of impacts of the horizontal resolution on
the aerosol distribution.
2.4

Observation

In this study, we focused on the aerosol chemical
component of EC as the primary particle and sulfate
as the secondary particle. To evaluate the model results over the Kanto region, we used observations of
the surface mass concentrations of EC and sulfate in
four cities under Project FAMIKA: Maebashi/Gunma
(139.10◦ E, 36.40◦ N), Kisai/Saitama (139.56◦ E, 36.09◦ N),
Komae/Tokyo (139.58◦ E, 35.64◦ N) and Tsukuba/Ibaraki
(140.12◦ E, 36.05◦ N). The EC particles in PM2.5 were collected every 6 h with quartz fiber filters and analyzed with
the thermal/optical method according to the IMPROVE protocol (Chow et al., 2001). The sulfate particles in PM2.5
were also collected every 6 h with Teflon filters and analyzed by ion chromatography. In addition to the limited FAMIKA data set, we utilized measurements taken by
the EANET (Acid Deposition Monitoring Network in East
Asia; http://www.eanet.asia/index.html) and the fourth national survey report of acid rain over Japan in the 2007
fiscal year (http://tenbou.nies.go.jp/science/institute/region/
journal/JELA_3403041_2009.pdf) to assess the monthly
mean concentrations of sulfate and SO2 at Japanese and Korean sites. We also obtained Chinese measurements by Zhang
et al. (2012), as part of the Chinese Meteorological AdminisGeosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015
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Figure 2. (a) EC and (b) SO2 emission inventories in 2007.
Table 1. Statistical values (averages of the observation and simulations, correlation coefficient R and root mean square error RMSE) for
meteorological fields using the simulations (NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6) and observations at seven sites during the same period, as shown
in Figs. 4 to 7.
Yokohama

Chiba

Tsuchiura

Adachi

Maebashi

Machida

Kisai

Temperature
Average (◦ C) and difference
(◦ C) (vs. observation)
in bracket
R
RMSE (◦ C)

Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

27.9
26.9 (−1.1)
25.5 (−2.4)

30.1
28.3 (−1.8)
26.2 (−3.9)

28.1
28.3 (0.2)
25.7 (−2.4)

29.7
27.3 (−2.3)
25.5 (−4.1)

29.1
25.5 (−3.6)
23.9 (−5.2)

29.1
25.9 (−3.2)
25.5 (−3.6)

27.9
25.8 (−2.2)
23.9 (−4.0)

NICAM-g6str

0.74

0.85

0.84

0.81

0.79

0.74

0.80

NICAM-g6

0.76

0.67

0.79

0.78

0.71

0.77

0.75

NICAM-g6str

1.9

2.3

1.9

3.0

4.3

3.9

3.0

NICAM-g6

2.8

4.4

3.1

4.6

5.8

4.0

4.6

RH
Average (%) and difference
(%) (vs. observation)
in bracket
R

RMSE (%)

Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

73.5
83.6 (10.0)
92.2 (18.6)

79.0
77.5 (−1.5)
92.4 (13.4)

73.3
76.4 (3.0)
93.4 (20.0)

75.4
77.9 (2.5)
92.2 (16.8)

73.7
82.7 (9.0)
95.5 (21.9)

75.9
82.5 (6.6)
92.2 (16.3)

71.4
81.6 (10.1)
95.5 (24.1)

NICAM-g6str

0.64

0.68

0.69

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.81

NICAM-g6

0.73

0.59

0.79

0.82

0.71

0.74

0.76

NICAM-g6str

12.7

8.9

11.0

10.1

14.6

12.9

13.3

NICAM-g6

19.5

16.2

22.4

19.8

25.5

20.1

26.3

Wind speed
Average (m s−1 ) and difference
(m s−1 ) (vs. observation)
in bracket
R
RMSE (m s−1 )

Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

2.9
4.2 (1.3)
3.7 (0.7)

2.6
3.8 (1.1)
5.0 (2.4)

1.6
3.1 (1.4)
1.0 (−0.7)

2.6
3.4 (0.9)
3.7 (1.1)

1.2
3.1 (1.9)
0.9 (−0.4)

2.7
3.0 (0.3)
3.7 (1.0)

1.9
2.7 (0.8)
0.9 (−1.0)

NICAM-g6str

0.72

0.41

0.65

0.51

0.19

0.59

0.16

NICAM-g6

0.64

0.43

0.38

0.47

0.12

0.53

0.04

NICAM-g6str

1.9

2.0

1.8

1.7

2.3

1.3

1.7

NICAM-g6

1.4

3.0

1.2

1.7

0.7

1.7

1.4

tration Atmosphere Watch Network (CAWNET). To validate
the concentration of SO2 for the Kanto region, we accessed
monitoring stations operated by Japanese and local governments.

Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015

In the validation of the meteorological fields simulated
by NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6, we used meteorological fields (wind and temperature) reanalyzed by NCEP-FNL
over East Asia. In the Kanto region, we obtained measurements for the meteorological parameters (temperature, rel-
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ative humidity (RH) and wind) at or near the seven sites
of Project FAMIKA and additional cities: Tsuchiura/Ibaraki
(140.20◦ E, 36.07◦ N), which is the city nearest to Tsukuba;
Yokohama/Kanagawa (139.64◦ E, 35.45◦ N); Chiba/Chiba
(140.12◦ E, 35.62◦ N); Adachi/Tokyo (139.82◦ E, 35.77◦ N);
and Machida/Tokyo (139.43◦ E, 35.53◦ N), which is the city
nearest to Komae, as shown in Fig. 1b. For precipitation, we
used a measurement taken by the Automated Meteorological
Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS) at 21 sites over Japan
including the following 10 Kanto’s sites: Yokohama; Chiba;
Tsukuba; Tokyo, which is near Adachi; Maebashi; Huchu,
which is near Machida; Konosu, which is near Kisai; Abiko
(140.11◦ E, 35.60◦ N); Saitama (139.59◦ E, 35.88◦ N); and
Nerima (139.59◦ E, 35.74◦ N) (Fig. 1). To evaluate the spatial patterns of the precipitation obtained by NICAM-g6str
and NICAM-g6, we used the quantities of the monthly mean
precipitation around Japan that were derived from the Global
Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP; Okamoto et al.,
2005; Kubota et al., 2007; Aonashi et al., 2009; Ushio et al.,
2009) and the Meso Scale Model (MSM) developed by the
JMA for rain forecast (Saito et al., 2006). The results by
MSM are generally higher accurate than those in GSMaP,
although the covering area in MSM is limited around Japan.
To evaluate the quantities of the total aerosol amounts,
such as PM2.5 , we compared the simulated PM2.5 concentrations with the observations at the 18 sites including the
FAMIKA sites and other monitoring stations operated by the
Japanese and local governments (Fig. 1). The PM2.5 concentrations were continuously observed using tapered element
oscillating microbalance (TEOM) with Series 1400a Ambient Particulate Monitor. The instruments are controlled under
the temperature of 50 ◦ C, to minimize the influence of change
in the ambient temperature and RH. However, it includes
large uncertain due to the difficulty in completely eliminating
the water content attached to aerosols and lacks the calibration of the instrument in some of the sites. Nevertheless, the
observed PM2.5 concentrations with hourly time resolution
were still useful for validating the model results.
In Tsukuba and Chiba, light detection and ranging (LIDAR) measurements operated by the National Institute for
Environmental Studies (NIES) of Japan were also available
(Sugimoto et al., 2003; Shimizu et al., 2004). The LIDAR
unit measured vertical profiles of the backscattering intensity
at 532 and 1064 nm and the depolarization ratio at 532 nm.
The backscattering intensity was converted to the extinction
coefficient, and the depolarization ratio distinguished the extinction between spherical and non-spherical particles. In this
study, we only used vertical profiles of the extinction for
spherical particles. A detailed algorithm was provided by
Sugimoto et al. (2003) and Shimizu et al. (2004).
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Validation of Stretch-NICAM-SPRINTARS
Meteorological fields

So far, the stretched-grid system was mainly applied to the
simulations of tropical cyclones or tropical convective clouds
with small domains over oceans for the short-term period
(less than several days) (e.g., Satoh et al., 2010; Arakane
et al., 2014). In this study, we focused on the air pollution
around Japan (for the longer period). Therefore, we first focused on the general circulation of the basic meteorological
fields over the large domain, which can affect the air pollution over Japan. Figure 3 shows temperature and winds near
the surface and the model height of approximately 5 km over
Asia region (100–170◦ E, 10–50◦ N). In August, North Pacific High (or Ogasawasa High) mainly brings clear weather
around Japan. A frequency of the precipitation is usually
limited, but a total amount of the monthly mean precipitation is not small, because of typhoons and shower rain. In
the focusing region, the general meteorological fields simulated by NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 are comparable to
those obtained by NCEP-FNL. The absolute biases in the
temperature between NICAM-g6str and NCEP-FNL or between NICAM-g6 and NCEP-FNL are within 1.5 ◦ C at the
surface and the height of 5 km. Around the Japanese Alps,
however, the NICAM-g6str-simulated temperature is lower
than the NCEP-FNL-estimated one by at most 2.5 ◦ C, because of the differences in the resolved topography due to
the different spatial resolution between NICAM-g6str and
NCEP-FNL. As for wind, western winds over the northeastern part of Japan in both NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 are
stronger compared to those in NCEP-FNL. With the exception of this bias, the performances of both NICAM-g6str
and NICAM-g6 are good. Therefore, it is concluded that the
stretched-grid systems do not affect the general circulations
under the nudging technique in this study.
To evaluate the model performances of the six-hourly
mean concentrations of aerosol chemical species and SO2
over the main target region, i.e., Kanto area, we used the
six-hourly instant observations of temperature, RH, wind and
precipitation at each station over the Kanto area shown in
Fig. 1. The results and summary are shown in Figs. 4 to 7
and Table 1. The NICAM-g6 results, especially in terms of
diurnal variations, tend to be far from the observations compared to the NICAM-g6str results, because NICAM-g6, with
the horizontal resolution of approximately 100 km, does not
fully resolve the topology over the Kanto area. Figure 4 illustrates the temporal variations of temperature at a height of
2 m. The temporal variations in the NICAM-g6str-simulated
temperature are generally comparable to those in the observed temperatures with root-mean-square-error (RMSE)
values of less than 3 ◦ C, with the exception of the results
obtained for Maebashi and Machida. At these two sites, the
mean values of the NICAM-g6str-simulated temperatures are
lower than those of the observed temperatures by a maximum
Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015
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Figure 3. Horizontal distributions of temperature and winds in August averages at the surface and the model height of approximately 5 km
over the Asia region using reanalysis data from NCEP-FNL, simulation by NICAM-g6str, and simulation by NICAM-g6.

of 3.6 ◦ C. The correlation coefficients (R) between NICAMg6str and the observation range from 0.7 to 0.9, whereas the
R between NICAM-g6 and the observation range from 0.7 to
0.8, as shown in Table 1. Figure 5 shows the temporal variations in RH at a height of 2 m. The temporal variations in the
NICAM-g6str-simulated RH are similar to the observations,
with the RMSEs in the range of 10–15 %. In contrast, the
NICAM-g6-simulated RH is overestimated compared to the
observations, with the RMSEs in the range of 16–26 %. The
R values of RH between the simulation (both NICAM-g6str
and NICAM-g6) and observations are approximately 0.6–0.8
(Table 1).
The temporal variations in the wind direction and speed
simulated by NICAM-g6str are compared with the observations in Figs. 6 and 7. Near the southern part of the Kanto
area (Yokohama, Tsuchiura, Adachi and Machida), with the
exception of Chiba, the NICAM-g6str-simulated wind direction is generally comparable to the observations, with a
slight overestimation of the both NICAM-g6str and NICAMGeosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015

g6 simulated wind speed compared with the observations.
At these four sites, the R and RMSE values in NICAMg6str range from approximately 0.5 to 0.7 and from approximately 1.7 to 2.3 m s−1 , respectively. In Chiba located near
the ocean, the R value of wind speed between NICAMg6str and the observation is 0.41, whereas the NICAM-g6strsimulated wind directions generally agree with the observations. Conversely, at Maebashi and Kisai, the daily variations in the both NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulated
wind directions differ significantly from those in the observations, in which the southern winds and northern winds frequently occur during the day and night, respectively, for example, during 5–12 August. At these two sites, the NICAMg6-simulated wind direction and speed is not closer to the observations compared to those obtained by NICAM-g6str. The
R value for wind speed between the NICAM-g6str and the
observations at these sites is estimated to be approximately
0.2. The observed southeasterly wind is long sea breeze toward Maebashi Plateau surrounded on three sides by mounwww.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/
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Figure 4. Temporal variations in the NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulated and observed air temperature for a height of 2 m at (a) Yokohama, (b) Chiba, (c) Tsuchiura, (d) Adachi, (e) Maebashi, (f) Machida and (g) Kisai in August 2007.

tains around Maebashi. The observed winds are caused by
daytime meso-scale thermal lows developed over the central
Japan covering the Japanese Alps (Kuwagata and Sumioka,
1991). The Japanese Alps with the highest terrain in Japan
can affect the local meteorological fields even around 100–
200 km away (Kitada et al., 1998). Therefore, it suggests that
the horizontal resolution in this study using NICAM-g6str
(10 km over the Kanto area) does not fully resolve the complex terrains of the Japanese Alps and the Maebashi plateau.
Therefore, it suggests that it is inadequate to simulate the
wind patterns and the diurnal transitions near high mountains
around the Kanto area, whereas it is adequate for simulating
them around the center of the Kanto area.
Figures 8–10 show comparisons of NICAM-g6str- and
NICAM-g6-simulated precipitation with the observations.
Figure 8 compares the simulated precipitation with the MSM
and GSMaP derived results. During the early August 2007,
mainly due to passing of a typhoon over the western Japan,
Okinawa, and Korea, the August mean precipitation in the
western Japan is larger than that in the eastern Japan, especially the Kanto area. The monthly mean precipitation
is estimated to be more than 200 mm month−1 over the
western Japan, whereas that is estimated to be less than
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50 mm month−1 over the eastern Japan. The horizontal patterns of the precipitation obtained by NICAM-g6str in East
China Sea, Sea of Japan near the Japan coast, and Korea
are closer to those derived from MSM and GSMaP than
those obtained by NICAM-g6. In the Kanto area, however,
the NICAM-g6str-simulated precipitation with the range of
50–200 mm month−1 is overestimated compared to the MSM
and GSMaP results. The NICAM-g6-simulated precipitation
over the Kanto area with the range of 100–200 mm month−1
is also much overestimated. In Fig. 9 showing the temporal variations in the amount of precipitation per day at 21
Japanese sites, the observed precipitation is extremely limited during 7–19 August in the Kanto area. In other regions,
the magnitude of the precipitation is strong, although the precipitation is sporadic. In terms of the frequency of the precipitation, the NICAM-g6str performance is better than the
NICAM-g6 one. Figure 10 illustrates the predictive value
of daily precipitation, defined as the ratio of the number of
days where the model correctly predicts the weather (less
than 1 mm day−1 or more than 1 mm day−1 ) to the number
of the whole days. In the NICAM-g6str results, the predictive values at most of the sites over the Kanto area and four
sites over the non-Kanto area such as Nagoya and Osaka
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for relative humidity (RH).

are calculated to be more than 85 %. The predictive values
obtained by NICAM-g6str are mostly higher than those obtained by NICAM-g6. During the rainy days such as 20, 22
and 23 August over the Kanto area, both NICAM-g6str and
NICAM-g6 capture the precipitation, whereas NICAM-g6str
reproduces greater amounts of the precipitation and NICAMg6 reproduces longer periods and larger areas compared to
the observations. NICAM-g6str does not always capture a
sudden shower, as general meteorological models have difficulties in predicting this type of precipitation system (e.g.,
Kawabata et al., 2011). To increase the accuracy of such
precipitation, more sophisticated cloud-microphysics model,
e.g., NICAM-NDW6 model proposed by Seiki and Nakajima (2014) based on the double-moment bulk scheme with
six water categories, may be required. In the western Japan,
during the rainy days, e.g., 22–23 August, both NICAMg6str and NICAM-g6 usually capture large-scaled precipitation (Fig. 9). Overall, NICAM-g6str usually reproduces the
observed weather in the target regions and periods, whereas
NICAM-g6 does not capture general features such as the sporadic precipitation.

Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015

3.2
3.2.1

Aerosol fields
Evaluation of chemical species

Figures 11, 12, and 13 illustrate the temporal variations
in the surface EC, sulfate, and SO2 concentrations at the
four stations (Maebashi, Kisai, Komae and Tsukuba) in the
Kanto area using the simulations and the measurements.
The simulations include NICAM-g6str, NICAM-g6, and the
Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) driven by the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model named
WRF-CMAQ shown by their Figs. 5 and 6 of Shimadera
et al. (2013). Shimadera et al. (2013) calculated the WRFCMAQ with a horizontal resolution of 5 km and an emission
inventory that is similar to that in the present study. Table 2
summarizes the statistical parameters for the concentrations
of EC, sulfate, and SO2 . The temporal variation and the average of EC simulated by NICAM-g6str are better agreement
with the observations obtained for Komae than those simulated by NICAM-g6 (Fig. 11c). However, the averages of
both NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulated EC concentrations at the other sites are much underestimated compared to
the observations (Table 2). For Tsukuba shown in Fig. 11d,
both the NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulated EC concentrations tend to be underestimated compared with the obwww.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 4 but for wind direction.

served concentrations, especially during the daytime, even
though the temporal variation of EC obtained by NICAMg6str is closer to the observed one compared to those obtained by NICAM-g6. At Maebashi and Kisai, the temporal variation and the averages of EC obtained by NICAMg6 are also underestimated compared with the observations
by a factor of three to five. NICAM-g6str tends to have
daily maximums of EC concentrations during the morning
time, whereas NICAM-g6 tends to have daily maximums
during the nighttime. The temporal variations of NICAMg6str-simulated EC concentrations are generally comparable
to those by WRF-CMAQ shown in Fig. 11 and their Fig. 3
of Chatani et al. (2014), with the exception of the results at
Maebashi and Kisai where the EC concentrations obtained
by NICAM-g6str are smaller than those obtained by WRFCMAQ. At these sties, the difference in the EC concentrations between NICAM-g6str and WRF-CMAQ is probably
caused by the difference in the horizontal resolution, which
is most likely critical for properly simulating the air pollution delivered by the meteorological wind fields from the
center of the Kanto region (Kusaka and Hayami, 2006). Table 2 also shows that the R obtained by NICAM-g6str at
all sites are high or moderate, with the exception of Maebashi, whereas those obtained by NICAM-g6 and CMAQ are
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low. At most sites, the EC concentrations obtained by WRFCMAQ shown in Fig. 11, and WRF-CMAQ illustrated by
Morino et al. (2010a, b) and Chatani et al. (2014), NICAMg6str, and NICAM-g6 are also underestimated compared to
the observations with the larger values of RSME. The underestimation of EC concentrations is investigated by sensitivity
tests of the EC emission inventory in Sect. 3.2.2.
At the same four sites, simulated sulfur components (sulfate and SO2 ) are compared with the observations in Figs. 12
and 13. The observed SO2 represents the ensemble results of
monitoring stations operated by Japanese and local governments around each FAMIKA site. The mean differences in
the sulfate mass concentrations between NICAM-g6str and
the observations are within approximately 10 % at Maebashi
and Tsukuba, approximately −30 % at Komae, and approximately +40 % at Kisai. At all sites, the temporal variations of
the NICAM-g6str-simulated sulfate concentrations are generally comparable to those obtained by the observations and
WRF-CMAQ shown in Fig. 12 (i.e., Fig. 6 of Shimadera et
al., 2013) and illustrated in Fig. 3 of Morino et al. (2010a),
whereas the differences in the sulfate concentrations between
NICAM-g6str and the observations are somewhat greater
on 7 and 8 August at Maebashi where the performance of
NICAM-g6str is relatively poor, mainly due to the inade-
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 4 but for wind speed.

Figure 8. Horizontal distributions of precipitation in August averages derived from (a) simulation by NICAM-g6str, (b) simulation
by NICAM-g6, (c) reanalysis data from MSM by JMA and (d) reanalysis data from GSMaP.

Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015

quate horizontal resolution to reproduce the observed meteorological fields, as shown in Sect. 3.1. The use of the prescribed distributions of three-hourly averaged monthly oxidants may partly cause the discrepancy of the hourly variations of the sulfate between NICAM-g6str and the observations. The R obtained by all the models (NICAM-g6str,
NICAM-g6, and WRF-CMAQ) is acceptable at most sites,
with the exception of NICAM-g6str at Maebashi and WRFCMAQ at Kisai. The RMSEs obtained by all the models
are smaller at Komae and Tsukuba than those at Maebashi
and Kisai. The six-hourly variations of the sulfate obtained
by WRF-CMAQ are sometimes missed by NICAM-g6str,
partly due to the use of the prescribed oxidants. Even though
NICAM-g6 reproduces the synoptic cycle of the observed
sulfate, it has difficulties in simulating the diurnal cycle of the
observed and NICAM-g6str-simulated sulfate, as shown in
the results of EC by Fig. 11. The averages of the sulfate concentrations obtained by NICAM-g6 tend to be smaller than
those by NICAM-g6str and the observations. The possible
impacts of the prescribed oxidant on the sulfate concentrations are investigated in Sect. 3.2.2.
In Fig. 13, NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulated SO2
concentrations are compared by the observations. In the previous studies, the comparison in SO2 concentrations between
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Figure 9. Temporal variations in the NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulated and observed precipitation amounts at 21 Japanese sites in
August 2007. The comparison includes 10 sites in the Kanto area, (a) Maebashi, (b) Konosu, (c) Huchu, (d) Tsukuba, (e) Tokyo, (f) Yokohama, (g) Abiko, (h) Saitama, (i) Chiba, and (j) Nerima, 3 sites in northern Japan, (k) Niigata, (l) Sendai, and (m) Sapporo, 5 sites in western
Japan, (n) Nagoya, (o) Osaka, (p) Himeji, (q) Fukuoka, and (r) Hyuga, and 3 remote islands, (s) Hachijo-jima, (t) Oshima, and (u) Naha.

the simulation and observation was very limited, with the
exception of their Fig. 4 of Morino et al. (2010b), which
showed large differences in the SO2 concentrations between
WRF-CMAQ and the observations by more than a factor of two. The R between NICAM-g6str and the obser-
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vations are low, with the exception of Komae (R = 0.62),
but are approximately within the range obtained by WRFCMAQ in Morino et al. (2010b). The differences in the mean
SO2 concentrations between NICAM-g6str and the observations and between NICAM-g6 and the observations are
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Figure 10. Predictive values of daily precipitation using the NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulations and the AMeDAS measurements
during August 2007 at the sites defined at Fig. 9, in units of percentage.
Table 2. Statistical values (averages of the observation and simulations, correlation coefficient R and root mean square error RMSE) for EC,
sulfate, and SO2 concentrations by the simulations (NICAM-g6str, NICAM-g6, and WRF-CMAQ) and the observations at four FAMIKA
sites during the period from 6 to 11 August. The WRF-CMAQ results are given by Shimadera et al. (2013).
Maebashi

Kisai

Komae

Tsukuba

EC
Average (µg m3 ) and difference (%)
(vs. observation) in brackets

Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6
WRF-CMAQ

2.85
0.39 (−86)
0.52 (−82)
0.87 (−69)

2.75
0.60 (−78)
0.52 (−81)
1.17 (−58)

1.23
1.10 (−10)
0.49 (−60)
0.92 (−25)

2.20
0.73 (−67)
0.58 (−74)
0.77 (−65)

R

NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6
WRF-CMAQ

−0.02
−0.49
0.08

0.41
−0.28
0.33

0.55
−0.05
0.37

0.59
0.16
−0.23

RMSE (µg m3 )

NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6
WRF-CMAQ

2.62
2.52
2.18

2.33
2.45
1.83

0.72
1.10
0.88

1.85
2.06
1.98

Sulfate
Average (µg m3 ) and difference (%)
(vs. observation) in brackets

Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6
WRF-CMAQ

4.79 (−6)
4.51 (−34)
3.17 (−21 %)
3.77

2.86 (44)
4.14 (11)
3.17 (42 %)
4.08

4.18 (−32)
2.84 (−46)
2.25 (−21 %)
3.30

4.85 (−12)
4.25 (−26)
3.58 (−22 %)
3.80

R

NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6
WRF-CMAQ

0.01
0.05
0.41

0.50
0.56
0.02

0.51
0.86
0.87

0.73
0.75
0.78

RMSE (µg m3 )

NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6
WRF-CMAQ

3.61
3.01
2.30

2.81
2.30
3.37

2.71
2.49
1.62

2.49
2.77
2.56

SO2
Average (ppbv) and difference
(%) (vs. observation)
in brackets

Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

2.74
1.25 (−54)
2.42 (−12)

2.28
1.90 (−17)
2.45 (7)

2.35
2.34 (−1)
2.52 (7)

3.79
2.34 (−38)
3.21 (−15)

R

NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

0.02
−0.64

−0.04
−0.52

0.62
0.22

0.21
−0.04

RMSE (ppbv)

NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

1.82
1.29

0.93
0.94

0.97
0.85

2.08
1.29
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Figure 11. Temporal variations in the simulated (NICAM-g6str, NICAM-g6, and WRF-CMAQ) and observed EC mass concentrations near
the surface at (a) Maebashi, (b) Kisai, (c) Komae and (d) Tsukuba in August 2007. The WRF-CMAQ results are given by Shimadera et
al. (2013). The left axis in red represents the simulated values, and the right axis in black represents the observed values, in units of µg m3 .

Figure 12. Same as Fig. 11 but for sulfate.

within approximately 20 % at all sites, with the exception
of NICAM-g6str at Maebashi and NICAM-g6str at Tsukuba
(Table 2). The temporal variations in the simulated SO2 concur with those in the observations. The observations sometimes show high SO2 concentrations at all sites, e.g., up
to 20 ppbv at Komae, in the afternoon on 12 and 14 August. On 12 August, NICAM-g6str normally reproduced the
peaks of the observed SO2 , but with the blunter and slightly
shifted peaks. In the NICAM-g6str simulation, the strong
SO2 plumes from industrial sources over the Tokyo Bay arrived at the inner areas such as Kisai. On 14 August, although
the NICAM-g6str-simulated winds were comparable to the
observed ones (Figs. 7 and 8), NICAM-g6str did not reproduce the sharp peaks of the observed SO2 , especially at Komae and Tsukuba. It may imply that special meteorological
fields cause the observed peaks on 12 August, whereas unaccounted SO2 emission from local sources or sporadic volcanoes is stronger on 14 August. The latter issue is improved
by processing time highly resolved emission inventories of
SO2 , which can be estimated through a top-down approach
using a data assimilation (Schutgens et al., 2012; Xu et al.,
2013).
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To assess the performance of both NICAM-gs6tr and
NICAM-g6 in simulating the distributions of the air pollutants over Japan, we compared the August averages of the
simulated EC, sulfate and SO2 concentrations with the available measurements (Figs. 14 and 15). Although the EC observatories are limited, both the NICAM-g6str and NICAMg6 simulated EC concentrations are much underestimated
compared to the observations, with the relative bias (Br ),
defined as a ratio of the simulated value to the observed
one, to be 0.15 (NICAM-g6str) and 0.16 (NICAM-g6). In
China, the NICAM-g6str-simulated EC concentrations are
comparable to the NICAM-g6-simulated ones with the R values of 0.71 (NICAM-g6str) and 0.68 (NICAM-g6), whereas
in Japan (no available measurements), the NICAM-g6strsimulated EC concentrations are larger than NICAM-g6simulated ones in the Japanese urban areas such as Nagoya
(136.97◦ E, 35.17◦ N) and Osaka (135.54◦ E, 34.68◦ N).
The NICAM-g6str-simulated sulfate concentrations are
larger and more comparable to the observations over China
compared to NICAM-g6-simulated ones. In Japan, the hot
spots with greater concentrations of more than 5 µg m3 are
found only in the NICAM-g6str results. The Br values are
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12 but for SO2 without the WRF-CMAQ results, in units of ppbv.

Figure 14. Scatterplot of August mean concentrations for EC, sulfate and SO2 between the simulations by NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 and
the observations at the sites shown in the left panels. The statistics parameters, relative bias (Br ) and correlation coefficient (R), calculated
by the simulated and observed concentrations at all the sites, are also shown in each panel.

Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015
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Figure 15. Horizontal distributions of concentrations for EC, sulfate
and SO2 near the surface using NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 in
August averages. The circles in color show the observation results
at the sites.

estimated to be 0.59 (NICAM-g6str) and 0.53 (NICAM-g6),
whereas the R values are estimated to be 0.78 (NICAMg6str) and 0.88 (NICAM-g6), respectively. The results indicate that the sulfate concentrations obtained by both
NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 tend to be underestimated by
approximately 40–50 % compared with the observed sulfate
concentrations. The underestimation over East Asia is mainly
caused by the underestimation in China and possibly by the
uncertainty of the simulated precipitation around Japan. At
Hedo, located at the Okinawa islands, for example, the underestimation of both NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulated sulfate concentrations is caused by a possible underestimation of transboundary sulfate from the continent, which
is attributed to a large uncertainty of the precipitation fields
modulated by typhoon in the early August. However, the correlations of sulfate between the simulations (both NICAMg6str and NICAM-g6) and observations are adequately acceptable. The simulated and observed SO2 concentrations
also correlate, with the R value of 0.63 (NICAM-g6str) and
0.48 (NICAM-g6). The Br values are calculated to be 0.48
(NICAM-g6str) and 0.67 (NICAM-g6). Figure 15 shows that
the SO2 , which is a primary product, is localized near the
source areas, whereas sulfate, which is as a secondary product, is distributed from the source to the outflow areas. Although EC is also a primary product, the horizontal distributions of NICAM-g6str-simulated EC are larger than those
www.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/
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Figure 16. (a) EC and (b) sulfate mass concentrations at the four
FAMIKA sites using NICAM-g6str under the sensitivity experiments, WRF-CMAQ results shown by Shimadera et al. (2013) and
the FAMIKA observations in averages of 6–11 August. The bar represents the range of the sensitivity.

of NICAM-g6str-simulated SO2 , possibly because EC is less
scavenged through the dry deposition and oxidation processes compared to SO2 .
3.2.2

Uncertainty in the simulation

Sensitivity tests were conducted to examine potential uncertainties derived from prescribed data sets related to EC and
sulfate for the NICAM-g6str simulations. For the EC sensitivity tests, the emission quantities were set to half and twice
of those used in the standard run in this study. The results
for the FAMIKA sites are shown in Fig. 16a in which the
bars show the simulated EC concentrations for both sensitivity tests. For the majority of the sites, with the exception
of Komae, the results obtained by the sensitivity experiments
of twice strength remain underestimated compared with the
measurements. The large underestimation of the EC mass
concentrations at Maebashi and Kisai was also shown by
WRF-CMAQ of Shimadera et al. (2013) as well as the previous studies of WRF-CMAQ in Morino et al. (2010a, b) and
Chatani et al. (2014). However, Fushimi et al. (2011) and
Chatani et al. (2014) suggested that the difference in the EC
concentrations between WRF-CMAQ and the measurements
is largely attributed to an underestimation of the EC emission
inventory, especially open biomass burning from domestic
Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015
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sources. The local EC emission can be estimated by a combination of the data assimilation and intensive measurements
(Schutgens et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012; Yumimoto and
Takemura, 2013).
Sensitivity experiments of the SO2 emissions and the prescribed OH radical used in sulfur chemistry were executed
under half and twice the amounts used in the standard experiment. The results for the FAMIKA sites are shown in
Fig. 16b in which the bars show the simulated sulfate concentrations for both sensitivity tests under the different experiments. Compared with the SO2 emissions used in the standard experiment, the doubled amount of SO2 emissions can
overcome the slight underestimation of the simulated sulfate
compared with the observations. Therefore, the emission inventories of SO2 should be improved for better simulation of
the sulfate.
In this sensitivity tests for oxidants, the SO2 oxidation by
OH radical strongly depends on the OH concentrations as
well as the cloud cover area, whereas the SO2 oxidation by
ozone and hydrogen peroxide mainly depends on their concentrations, the cloud cover area, and the cloud water content. The cloud distributions are modulated by some feedbacks of the sulfate formation through the aerosol direct and
indirect effects. As a result, the sensitivity of the OH radical concentrations to the simulated sulfate concentration is
smaller than that we expected and that to the SO2 emissions.
We also determined that the sensitivities of the other oxidants to the simulated sulfate concentrations were small (not
shown). These results and Figs. 14 and 15 also suggest that
the use of the prescribed oxidants for sulfate formation is
not crucial for predicting monthly and weekly averaged sulfate mass concentrations at least by taking into account for
diurnal and seasonal variations of the prescribed oxidants.
At the same time, they also suggest that, because the relationship between the oxidants and the sulfate concentrations
through the feedbacks is non-linear and complex, the use of
the prescribed oxidants for sulfate formation can affect the
hourly variations of the sulfate concentrations, and thus the
sensitivity of the oxidants to the simulated sulfate should be
investigated.
3.2.3

PM2.5

Figure 17 shows the temporal variation in the surface PM2.5
mass concentration at the 18 Japanese sites including 10 sites
in the Kanto area using different y axes for the observed
and simulated values. At most of the sites, both NICAMg6str and NICAM-g6 usually captures the synoptic variation of the observed PM2.5 , whereas only NICAM-g6str reproduces the diurnal variation of the observed PM2.5 . Table 3 shows the PM2.5 concentrations in daily, daytime (from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.), and nighttime (from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m.) averages and ratios of daytime to nighttime. The results show
that the simulated PM2.5 concentrations are underestimated
compared with the observations by more than a factor of
Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015

two and by up to four at Maebashi. As for the diurnal variation, the results show that the NICAM-g6str-simulated ratios
(0.9–1.3) are larger than NICAM-g6-simulated ones (0.8–
0.9), whereas the NICAM-g6str-simulated ones are smaller
than the observed values (1.0–1.8). At Maebashi, where the
ratio is higher than that at the other sites, the issue of the
poor model performance of the meteorological fields can be
a major reason of the large underestimation, as mentioned
in Sect. 3.1. At all sites, especially Maebashi and Kisai, the
possible underestimation of SOA may be a critical issue, as
shown in the fact that the clear diurnal variation of PM2.5 during 4–9 August and the high value of the ratios from daytime
to nighttime and suggested by previous studies (Matsui et al.,
2009; Morino et al., 2010c). Morino et al. (2010c) implied
that over the Kanto area SOA from anthropogenic sources,
which were disregarded in this study, are large portion of total carbonaceous aerosols, even though WRF-CMAQ does
not correctly reproduce such carbonaceous aerosols. More
sophisticated SOA module, e.g., volatility basis-set approach
proposed by Donahue et al. (2006) based on the categorization of organic vapors with similar volatility, is required for
to produce SOA with higher accuracy. Originally, the underestimation of PM2.5 was common among previous studies
that employed regional aerosol-transport models (Morino et
al., 2010b, Chatani et al., 2011), primarily because the concentrations of the observed PM2.5 include undefined chemical species with mean fractions ranging from approximately
30 to 50 % in the total PM2.5 in the summer of Japan (data
sets from the Tokyo Environment Agency and the Kawasaki
Municipal Research Institute for Environmental Protection).
Another possible reason is that the PM2.5 mass concentration includes water attached to aerosols, depending on the
ambient RH conditions. Therefore, these undefined chemical
compounds in this study may account for a large portion of
the difference between the simulated and the observed values.
To evaluate the vertical profiles of the PM2.5 mass concentrations, we used the LIDAR observation operated by the
NIES-Japan network. Figure 18 shows the average results
for the simulated and observed extinction coefficient of the
spherical particles at Tsukuba and Chiba in August. At both
sites, the vertical profiles and the magnitudes below 3 km
height of the simulated extinction by both NICAM-g6str and
NICAM-g6 are comparable to the observed results, whereas
the simulated extinction values tend to be smaller than the
observed extinction values near the surface. These results
near the surface are consistent with those obtained by the
surface PM2.5 comparison shown in Fig. 17. In contrast, the
extinction values observed by LIDAR include large variabilities, primarily because they are retrieved from the surface
to the cloud base, which highly varies hour-by-hour and is
basically difficult to detect with high accuracy, and secondly
because they depend not only on the PM2.5 mass concentrations but also on the ambient RH and the water amount
attached to aerosols. At both sites, the differences in the exwww.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/
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Table 3. PM2.5 concentrations in daily, daytime (from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.), and nighttime (from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m.) averages and mean ratios of
daytime to nighttime using the simulations (NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6) and the observation at seven selected sites in August.
Maebashi

Kawasaki

Toride

Hasuda

Sapporo

Nagoya

Fukuoka

12.7. ± 6.3
4.9. ± 3.5
4.7. ± 4.1

17.3. ± 10.1
7.5. ± 5.7
5.4. ± 3.0

14.3. ± 7.5
3.4. ± 2.6
3.5. ± 2.3

Daily mean PM2.5 (µg m3 ) and standard deviation (µg m3 )
Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

24.9. ± 12.8
6.4. ± 3.9
6.7. ± 3.0

23.2. ± 12.9
10.0. ± 7.3
6.7. ± 3.3

17.6. ± 9.7
9.0. ± 6.3
6.7. ± 3.4

20.6. ± 11.5
8.4. ± 5.0
6.7. ± 3.0

Daytime (9 a.m.–4 p.m.) mean PM2.5 (µg m3 ) and standard deviation (µg m3 )
Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

28.6. ± 14.1
5.9. ± 3.8
5.0. ± 1.7

19.4. ± 12.1
7.1. ± 4.3
4.0. ± 2.1

15.8. ± 9.0
6.8. ± 4.4
4.0. ± 2.4

21.0. ± 10.0
7.2. ± 4.5
4.4. ± 1.9

15.0. ± 5.2
5.3. ± 2.8
7.4. ± 4.5

11.3. ± 5.4
3.5. ± 2.3
2.4. ± 0.9

9.7. ± 5.7
1.6. ± 0.8
1.4. ± 0.5

Nighttime (9 p.m.–4 a.m.) mean PM2.5 (µg m3 ) and standard deviation (µg m3 )
Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

24.4. ± 11.9
7.5. ± 3.6
7.5. ± 2.3

24.5. ± 11.8
14.2. ± 9.2
9.1. ± 1.5

16.9. ± 9.6
12.1. ± 7.6
8.8. ± 2.1

18.5. ± 10.3
10.8. ± 5.5
8.4. ± 3.0

10.7. ± 6.6
4.1. ± 3.9
2.6. ± 3.1

19.1. ± 8.2
12.0. ± 4.6
7.8. ± 1.3

15.4. ± 6.7
5.1. ± 3.1
4.4. ± 2.2

1.0. ± 0.4
0.9. ± 0.3
0.8. ± 0.2

1.3. ± 0.4
1.2. ± 0.9
0.9. ± 0.2

1.1. ± 0.3
1.0. ± 0.6
0.8. ± 0.2

Ratio of daytime-mean PM2.5 to nighttime-mean PM2.5
Observation
NICAM-g6str
NICAM-g6

1.8. ± 0.8
1.1. ± 0.6
0.9. ± 0.2

1.7. ± 0.5
1.3. ± 0.7
0.8. ± 0.1

1.3. ± 0.4
1.1. ± 0.6
0.8. ± 0.1

tinction between NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 are small below 1 km height, whereas those are relatively large above
1 km height. The differences are attributed to the differences
in the primary particles, mainly carbonaceous aerosols, between NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 (not shown). It means
that it is attributed to the difference in the vertical transport
between different spatial resolutions. Therefore, impacts of
the difference in the spatial resolution on the distributions of
both aerosols and their precursors should be addressed in future work.

4

Summary

An aerosol-coupled global nonhydrostatic model, which is
based on the aerosol module of the Spectral RadiationTransport Model for Aerosol Species (SPRINTARS) and the
global cloud-resolving model of Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral
Atmospheric Model (NICAM), with a horizontal resolution
of approximately 10 km or less in the target region, is proposed in the present study. Circulations over both the global
and target domains are solved with a single model, whose
mesh size varies with fine meshes covering the target region, to calculate meso-scale circulations in the study region. The stretched global model requires lower computational costs to simulate atmospheric aerosols with fine horizontal resolutions compared with the global uniform nonhydrostatic model, whereas it may require higher computational costs compared with the general regional models, because the stretched-grid system calculates inside and outside
www.geosci-model-dev.net/8/235/2015/

1.2. ± 0.4
1.1. ± 0.5
0.8. ± 0.1

the target domain. As opposed to the general regional models, the stretched-grid system requires neither nesting techniques nor boundary conditions.
In this study, we developed the new-type regional model
with a horizontal resolution of approximately 10 km to simulate aerosols over Japan, especially in the megacities of the
Kanto area, including Tokyo. To evaluate the model performances in the stretched-grid system (hereafter referred
to as the “NICAM-g6str”), we also simulated NICAMSPRINTARS with the globally uniformed grid simulation
in glevel-6 resolution (the horizontal resolution is set to
110 km and we call it “NICAM-g6”). Both NICAM-g6str
and NICAM-g6 well reproduce general circulations obtained
by reanalysis of NCEP-FNL under the nudging technique
over Asia including the target region. Only NICAM-g6str
usually reproduces both diurnal and synoptic variations of
the observed weather (temperature, wind, and precipitation)
around Japan. Both NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 generally
reproduce monthly mean distributions of the observed sulfate and SO2 over East Asia, with high correlations of more
than 0.5, but underestimation of the simulated concentrations
by 40 % (NICAM-g6str) and 50 % (NICAM-g6). The underestimation is mainly caused by the underestimation in China
and possibly by the uncertainty of the simulated precipitation around Japan. In the Kanto area, the results obtained by
NICAM-g6str are much closer to the observations compared
to those obtained by NICAM-g6. Only NICAM-g6str succeeds in simulating the wind patterns and the diurnal transitions around the center of the Kanto area, although it is in-
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Figure 17. Temporal variations in the NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 simulated and observed PM2.5 near the surface at 18 Japanese sites
in August 2007. The left axis in red represents the simulated values, and the right axis in black represents the observed values, in units of
µg m−3 .

adequate to simulate the wind patterns and the diurnal transitions at some sites located at the edge of the Kanto area
and surrounded on three sides by mountains, e.g., Maebashi,
mainly due to the insufficient horizontal resolution. NICAMg6str also generally reproduces both diurnal and synoptic
variations of the observed and/or a regional aerosol-transport
model (WRF-CMAQ) simulated EC, sulfate, and SO2 concentrations, especially with their high correlation (R > 0.5)
at Komae/Tokyo. The standard and sensitivity experiments
suggest that (1) emission inventories of EC and SO2 should
be improved for the better simulation and (2) the use of the
prescribed oxidants for the sulfate formation is not crucial for
predicting weekly and monthly averaged sulfate mass concentrations at least if the diurnal and seasonal variations of

Geosci. Model Dev., 8, 235–259, 2015

the prescribed oxidants are considered. As for PM2.5 simulations, only NICAM-g6str captures both synoptic and diurnal cycles of PM2.5 , with the exception of the underestimation of the simulated PM2.5 by at least twice, probably due
to the underestimation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
from anthropogenic sources and the high uncertainties of the
measurements.
Therefore, this new seamless aerosol-transport model,
which covers global to regional scales, can be applied to
regional simulations. It suggests that even the simplified
aerosol module (e.g., prescribed oxidants for sulfur chemistry) is applicable for the regional simulation if the module
is coupled to a dynamic core with high horizontal resolution. To more accurately simulate areas around Japan and
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Figure 18. Extinction coefficients in August averages for the spherical particles simulated by NICAM-g6str and NICAM-g6 and
the spherical particles observed by the NIES-LIDAR network at
(a) Tsukuba and (b) Chiba, in units of 1 (Mm)−1 . The bars represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of the LIDAR observations.

develop the simplified aerosol module, we need to address
the following objectives: (1) to increase the horizontal resolution (less than 10 km) to properly resolve wind fields,
which can greatly influence the delivery of air pollution from
Tokyo to subcities such as Maebashi; (2) to accurately reproduce the cloud and precipitation fields caused by thermal lows, for example, by applying the finer horizontal resolution and/or more sophisticated schemes of cloud microphysics such as the double-moment bulk scheme proposed
by Seiki and Nakajima (2014); (3) to use better emission
inventories by developing a data assimilation such as the
Kalman smoother proposed by Schutgens et al. (2012) with
intensive measurements in many sites; (4) to simulate strong
peaks of PM2.5 in the daytime in the Kanto region by implementing more sophisticated module of SOA formed from
both anthropogenic and biogenic sources, such as the volatility basis-set approach proposed by Donahue et al. (2006), in
this model; and (5) to treat nitrate aerosol through a thermodynamic equilibrium in the simulation of wintertime and/or
future scenarios where the relative contribution of nitrate will
be larger than that of sulfate under the changes in emission
of NOx and SO2 (e.g., Ohara et al., 2007). These issues are
directly connected to the further development of NICAMSPRINTARS in both regional and global simulations. Near
the future, we will present scenario experiments on regional
scales of 10 km grids and/or address the issue of regional air
quality and its health impacts in densely populated megacities.
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